
Car Wash Products 
 

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION SIZE 

200952-016000 

PRE - SOAK OR PREP SOAP - TRANSCLEAN 
This operation is usually done to remove soil from front and rare bumpers and areas 
hard to reach by the brushes. Also to remove road film from the edges around the 
glass surfaces. This product is usually applied through a pressure washer, but in some 
ins 

4x4 

200952-023000 

PRE - SOAK OR PREP SOAP - TRANSCLEAN 
This operation is usually done to remove soil from front and rare bumpers and areas 
hard to reach by the brushes. Also to remove road film from the edges around the 
glass surfaces. This product is usually applied through a pressure washer, but in some 
ins 

23 

200952-210000 

PRE - SOAK OR PREP SOAP - TRANSCLEAN 
This operation is usually done to remove soil from front and rare bumpers and areas 
hard to reach by the brushes. Also to remove road film from the edges around the 
glass surfaces. This product is usually applied through a pressure washer, but in some 
ins 

210 

200952-016000 

PRESSURE WASH DETERGENT - TRANSCLEAN 
This product is designed for use in touch free operations. Unlike the American system 
which is two step system, ours is single step system. Brushless Transclean is diluted 
and sprayed on the car through an arch and rinsed by robotic pressure washer, the m 

4x4 

200952-023000 

PRESSURE WASH DETERGENT - TRANSCLEAN 
This product is designed for use in touch free operations. Unlike the American system 
which is two step system, ours is single step system. Brushless Transclean is diluted 
and sprayed on the car through an arch and rinsed by robotic pressure washer, the m 

23 

200952-210000 

PRESSURE WASH DETERGENT - TRANSCLEAN 
This product is designed for use in touch free operations. Unlike the American system 
which is two step system, ours is single step system. Brushless Transclean is diluted 
and sprayed on the car through an arch and rinsed by robotic pressure washer, the m 

210 

200952-016000 
BUS WASH DETERGENT- BRUSHLESS 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% 
level from bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

4x4 

200952-023000 
BUS WASH DETERGENT- BRUSHLESS 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% 
level from bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

23 

200952-210000 
BUS WASH DETERGENT- BRUSHLESS 
Excellent detergent for spot free and streak free cleaning. Apply product at a 2-4% 
level from bottom up. allow a few minutes and wash. Scrubbing may be required. 

210 

200936-016000 

CARWASH SOFT SOAP FOR BRUSHES - SOFT SOAP 
High foaming neutral soap for application before or through the brushes. The instant 
wetting ability of this soap cuts through roadfilm and the lubricating action helps 
reduce the friction between the brush and the vehicle surface. This product is mixed i 

4x4 



200936-023000 

CARWASH SOFT SOAP FOR BRUSHES - SOFT SOAP 
High foaming neutral soap for application before or through the brushes. The instant 
wetting ability of this soap cuts through roadfilm and the lubricating action helps 
reduce the friction between the brush and the vehicle surface. This product is mixed i 

23 

200936-210000 

CARWASH SOFT SOAP FOR BRUSHES - SOFT SOAP 
High foaming neutral soap for application before or through the brushes. The instant 
wetting ability of this soap cuts through roadfilm and the lubricating action helps 
reduce the friction between the brush and the vehicle surface. This product is mixed i 

210 

200936-016000 
CAR WASH SOFT FOAM - SOFT FOAM 
Avery high foaming soap creating copious amounts of suds. It is similar to Car Wash 
Soft Soap, except it foams more. 

4x4 

200936-023000 
CAR WASH SOFT FOAM - SOFT FOAM 
Avery high foaming soap creating copious amounts of suds. It is similar to Car Wash 
Soft Soap, except it foams more. 

23 

200936-210000 
CAR WASH SOFT FOAM - SOFT FOAM 
Avery high foaming soap creating copious amounts of suds. It is similar to Car Wash 
Soft Soap, except it foams more. 

210 

200120-016000 

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 
A very good self cleaning detergent for white walls and black walls. Mix 1 part of 
product with 5 to 10 parts of water and apply through the wall cleaner nozzle. The tire 
cleaner brush will assist in cleaning. As an alternative it may be used as is and pr 

4x4 

200120-210000 

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 
A very good self cleaning detergent for white walls and black walls. Mix 1 part of 
product with 5 to 10 parts of water and apply through the wall cleaner nozzle. The tire 
cleaner brush will assist in cleaning. As an alternative it may be used as is and pr 

210 

200251-016000 

4 SHEATER WAX-CITRUS WAX 
It is a mineral oil base product designed to assist in water removal from the vehicle 
surface. It is water miscible hence applied along with rinse water. Mineral oil portion 
attaches to the paint and prevents water film formation. Since it is drying oil i 

4x4 

200251-023000 

4 SHEATER WAX-CITRUS WAX 
It is a mineral oil base product designed to assist in water removal from the vehicle 
surface. It is water miscible hence applied along with rinse water. Mineral oil portion 
attaches to the paint and prevents water film formation. Since it is drying oil i 

23 

200251-210000 

4 SHEETER WAX-CITRUS WAX 
It is a mineral oil base product designed to assist in water removal from the vehicle 
surface. It is water miscible hence applied along with rinse water. Mineral oil portion 
attaches to the paint and prevents water film formation. Since it is drying oil i 

210 

200838-023000 

SHEETER WAX 100% CONC- CITRUS WAX 100 
It is a mineral oil base product which is 100 pure and can be mixed to yield ready to 
use product. One 5 gallon or 23 litre pails will make one 45 gallon drum. Add 5 gallons 
hot water in a drum empty contents into the drum, Mix well and then add water whi 

23 

200838-210000 

SHEETER WAX 100% CONC- CITRUS WAX 100 
It is a mineral oil base product which is 100 pure and can be mixed to yield ready to 
use product. One 5 gallon or 23 litre pails will make one 45 gallon drum. Add 5 gallons 
hot water in a drum empty contents into the drum, Mix well and then add water whi 

210 



200469-016000 
HOT WAX - HOTWAX 
A carnauba wax based product, which when applied provides protection and a shiny 
appearance . 

4x4 

200469-023000 
HOT WAX - HOTWAX 
A carnauba wax based product, which when applied provides protection and a shiny 
appearance . 

23 

200469-210000 
HOT WAX - HOTWAX 
A carnauba wax based product, which when applied provides protection and a shiny 
appearance . 

210 

200808-016000 CORROSION INHIBITOR-ATM 1313 
Water soluble rust preventative applied at the end as a rust preventative. 4x4 

200808-023000 CORROSION INHIBITOR 
Water soluble rust preventative applied at the end as a rust preventative. 23 

200808-210000 CORROSION INHIBITOR 
Water soluble rust preventative applied at the end as a rust preventative. 210 

200485-016000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER -GOLDEN DROPS 
A cleaner that is used for all purpose cleaning around the car wash. Lemon and pine 
scented. 

4x4 

200485-023000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER -GOLDEN DROPS 
A cleaner that is used for all purpose cleaning around the car wash. Lemon and pine 
scented. 

23 

200485-210000 
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER -GOLDEN DROPS 
A cleaner that is used for all purpose cleaning around the car wash. Lemon and pine 
scented. 

210 

200158-016000 

BUG REMOVER - BUGOFF 
Bugs, flies and insects are a big problem in warmer months. They become firmly 
adhered to the vehicle surface especially in the front on impact. The blood, fat, 
protein and keratin once dried very difficult to remove. Bug remover detergent is 
formulated t 

4x4 

200158-023000 

BUG REMOVER - BUGOFF 
Bugs, flies and insects are a big problem in warmer months. They become firmly 
adhered to the vehicle surface especially in the front on impact. The blood, fat, 
protein and keratin once dried very difficult to remove. Bug remover detergent is 
formulated t 

23 

200158-210000 

BUG REMOVER - BUGOFF 
Bugs, flies and insects are a big problem in warmer months. They become firmly 
adhered to the vehicle surface especially in the front on impact. The blood, fat, 
protein and keratin once dried very difficult to remove. Bug remover detergent is 
formulated t 

210 

200000-016000 

AIR FRESHENER- 0NE SQUIRT 
This air freshener is available in many fragrances; Jasmine, Heather, Lemon Fresh, 
Sandalwood, Welcome, Green Apple and Strawberry. It is highly concentrated so that 
only one squirt is required to provide a long lasting scent. 

4x4 

200000-023000 AIR FRESHENER- 0NE SQUIRT 
This air freshener is available in many fragrances; Jasmine, Heather, Lemon Fresh, 23 



Sandalwood, Welcome, Green Apple and Strawberry. It is highly concentrated so that 
only one squirt is required to provide a long lasting scent. 

200000-210000 

AIR FRESHENER- 0NE SQUIRT 
This air freshener is available in many fragrances; Jasmine, Heather, Lemon Fresh, 
Sandalwood, Welcome, Green Apple and Strawberry. It is highly concentrated so that 
only one squirt is required to provide a long lasting scent. 

210 

200129-016000 
CHROME BRIGHTENER - EVERSHINE 
An excellent cleaner and brightener for chrome, nickel, brass and aluminum. A self 
cleaning detergent that needs no scrubbing. Simply spray and wash off. 

4x4 

200129-023000 
CHROME BRIGHTENER - EVERSHINE 
An excellent cleaner and brightener for chrome, nickel, brass and aluminum. A self 
cleaning detergent that needs no scrubbing. Simply spray and wash off. 

23 

200129-210000 
CHROME BRIGHTENER - EVERSHINE 
An excellent cleaner and brightener for chrome, nickel, brass and aluminum. A self 
cleaning detergent that needs no scrubbing. Simply spray and wash off. 

210 

200222-016000 
ENGINE SHAMPOO - ENGINE SHAMPOO 
Very powerful grease cutting solvent based product for cleaning the engine 
compartment. Will cut through oil, grease and carbon deposits. 

4x4 

200222-023000 
ENGINE SHAMPOO - ENGINE SHAMPOO 
Very powerful grease cutting solvent based product for cleaning the engine 
compartment. Will cut through oil, grease and carbon deposits. 

23 

200222-210000 
ENGINE SHAMPOO - ENGINE SHAMPOO 
Very powerful grease cutting solvent based product for cleaning the engine 
compartment. Will cut through oil, grease and carbon deposits. 

210 

200609-016000 

GERMICIDAL DETERGENT -RINSOL4500 
A government registered germicidal detergent for cleaning and deodorizing mostly car 
interior and sometimes the car clean by which is usually wet and thus becomes 
breeding Ground for germs. Use as recommended by the label or your representative. 

4x4 

200609-023000 

GERMICIDAL DETERGENT -RINSOL4500 
A government registered germicidal detergent for cleaning and deodorizing mostly car 
interior and sometimes the car clean by which is usually wet and thus becomes 
breeding Ground for germs. Use as recommended by the label or your representative. 

23 

200609-210000 

GERMICIDAL DETERGENT -RINSOL4500 
A government registered germicidal detergent for cleaning and deodorizing mostly car 
interior and sometimes the car clean by which is usually wet and thus becomes 
breeding Ground for germs. Use as recommended by the label or your representative. 

210 

200615-016000 GLASS CLEANER - GLASSMATE 
An excellent cleaner for glass. Streak free, grease cutting and fast drying use as is. 4x4 

200615-023000 GLASS CLEANER - GLASSMATE 
An excellent cleaner for glass. Streak free, grease cutting and fast drying use as is. 23 

200615-210000 GLASS CLEANER - GLASSMATE 
An excellent cleaner for glass. Streak free, grease cutting and fast drying use as is. 210 



200112-016000 
CARPET PRESPOTTER 
Prior to the interior shampooing, this product is used to breakup hard to remove 
spots and stains. Use as is after pre-testing in an invisible area. 

4x4 

200112-023000 
CARPET PRESPOTTER 
Prior to the interior shampooing, this product is used to breakup hard to remove 
spots and stains. Use as is after pre-testing in an invisible area. 

23 

200112-210000 
CARPET PRESPOTTER 
Prior to the interior shampooing, this product is used to breakup hard to remove 
spots and stains. Use as is after pre-testing in an invisible area. 

210 

200162-016000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - DETOSOL 
This product removes the conventional type of shipping wax put on mostly by 
American and European car manufacturers. Under such conditions this product is 
recommended. Follow the instructions given in the label or call your area 
representatives. 

4x4 

200162-023000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - DETOSOL 
This product removes the conventional type of shipping wax put on mostly by 
American and European car manufacturers. Under such conditions this product is 
recommended. Follow the instructions given in the label or call your area 
representatives. 

23 

200162-210000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER - DETOSOL 
This product removes the conventional type of shipping wax put on mostly by 
American and European car manufacturers. Under such conditions this product is 
recommended. Follow the instructions given in the label or call your area 
representatives. 

210 

200108-016000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER -PCR 
This product is to remove the Japanese type shipping wax (recommended by Tidol 
Corporation to avoid fall out problem). This is an acrylic polymer which harden on 
drying and cannot be removed by solvent based products. Follow instructions given in 
the labe 

4x4 

200108-023000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER -PCR 
This product is to remove the Japanese type shipping wax (recommended by Tidol 
Corporation to avoid fall out problem). This is an acrylic polymer which harden on 
drying and cannot be removed by solvent based products. Follow instructions given in 
the labe 

23 

200108-210000 

PROTECTIVE COAT REMOVER -PCR 
This product is to remove the Japanese type shipping wax (recommended by Tidol 
Corporation to avoid fall out problem). This is an acrylic polymer which harden on 
drying and cannot be removed by solvent based products. Follow instructions given in 
the labe 

210 

200818-016000 

RUST REMOVER FOR METAL 
This product will remove rust from metal and concrete surfaces. Clean the rusty area 
with sander or sand paper and this product to completely remove the root of the rust. 
Rust originates from inside out so to prevent further rusting, the root must be comp 

4x4 

200818-023000 RUST REMOVER FOR METAL 
This product will remove rust from metal and concrete surfaces. Clean the rusty area 23 



with sander or sand paper and this product to completely remove the root of the rust. 
Rust originates from inside out so to prevent further rusting, the root must be comp 

200818-210000 

RUST REMOVER FOR METAL 
This product will remove rust from metal and concrete surfaces. Clean the rusty area 
with sander or sand paper and this product to completely remove the root of the rust. 
Rust originates from inside out so to prevent further rusting, the root must be comp 

210 

200161-016000 

UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO - DRY FOAM 
High foaming, fast drying, non sticky dry shampoo for interior cleaning. Mildly scented 
to leave the interior odour free. Apply by shampooing machine or by hand agitate, let 
dry and vacuum. 

4x4 

200161-023000 

UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO - DRY FOAM 
High foaming, fast drying, non sticky dry shampoo for interior cleaning. Mildly scented 
to leave the interior odour free. Apply by shampooing machine or by hand agitate, let 
dry and vacuum. 

23 

200161-210000 

UPHOLSTERY SHAMPOO - DRY FOAM 
High foaming, fast drying, non sticky dry shampoo for interior cleaning. Mildly scented 
to leave the interior odour free. Apply by shampooing machine or by hand agitate, let 
dry and vacuum. 

210 

200139-016000 
RINSOL 9000-RED 
An excellent product for cleaning vinyl tops. Penetrates and lifts out the dirt. Brings 
vinyl back to its original colour. 

4x4 

200139-023000 
RINSOL 9000-RED 
An excellent product for cleaning vinyl tops. Penetrates and lifts out the dirt. Brings 
vinyl back to its original colour. 

23 

200139-210000 
RINSOL 9000-RED 
An excellent product for cleaning vinyl tops. Penetrates and lifts out the dirt. Brings 
vinyl back to its original colour. 

210 

200121-016000 WHEEL BRITE 
An excellent no scrub detergent for cleaning wire wheels and . mag wheels 4x4 

200121-023000 WHEEL BRITE 
An excellent no scrub detergent for cleaning wire wheels and . mag wheels 23 

200121-210000 WHEEL BRITE 
An excellent no scrub detergent for cleaning wire wheels and . mag wheels 210 

 
 


